Valentine’s Day Scavenger Hunt:

Instructions:

The clues, with the exception of the first and last clue (on the top of page 1), are mix-and-match.

I’ve also included a page of blanks if you want to make up some (or all) of your own clues.

The solution to the various riddles are below.

Riddle solutions:

• First clue: Bathtub
• Last clue: Their favorite chair or their kitchen chair

• We’re doing the dishes, they clatter and clink, let’s go check out the kitchen [blank]. [Sink]

• After bedtime stories are read, this is where you lay your head. [pillow]

• You brush your teeth, so let’s make haste, to this tooth cleaning item, the [blank]. [toothpaste]

• Are you having fun? I think it’s fantastic. Let’s go to where we put dirty clothes, the clothes [blank]. [basket]

• After scratching out head, and giving it a good think, Let’s go to where we wash our hands, the bathroom [blank]. [sink]

• To check your reflection up close, very near. You go and look in the [blank]. [Mirror]

• This clue isn’t so hard. Go to where the postman leaves letters & cards. [Mailbox]

• We wipe our feet on this item that lays flat. It’s on the floor, look under the door [blank]. [Mat]

• This next clue is tricky. What’s not a person, but still has both hands and a face? [Clock]

• A couple more places for you to look. Go to where you keep your books! [Bookcase]
• Love is tender & love is quite sweet. Next go to the appliance that our food re-heats. [Microwave]

• Where you keep your shirts, ties, bows, and pants with pockets, Let’s go to where you keep your clothes, in the [blank]. [Closet].

• Another riddle, another clue. What do you put on before your shoes? Go to where these are kept! [Sock drawer]

• Hurry up crocodile, See you later alligator, We keep food cold in the [blank]. [Refrigerator]

• You’re going at a great pace, Now examine where logs would burn. Go and look in the [blank]. [Fireplace]

• This place sees visitors galore. Go to where people ring and knock. Go to the front [blank]. [Door]

• This sure is a lot of clues! Before we head out the door, We slide our feet into our [blank]. [Shoes]

• We toss our clothes into the bin. Then we put them in this machine that spins. [Washing machine].

• Our lovely Cupid has left plenty of notes, Now let’s go to the closet and search our [blank]. [Coats]

• You’re doing great, this is a breeze. Hurry to get the next clue, because it might freeze! [Freezer]

• It makes breakfast food and rhymes with “coaster.” You’ll find the next clue at the [blank]. [Toaster]

• Cupid his all these clues among our things. The next clue is by something that rings. [Phone]